
Tuesday -17th August. Ustka harbour.

After sixteen hours at sea, crossing from Nekst on

Bornholm, at 0630 we made our first landfall in Poland t

at Ustka.

Much excitement on board. Fishermen on the pierhead

already, characteristically showing no interest.

However a man in marine uniform with white peaked cap

and another in khaki responded to our querying

signals and,-as we rode under jib up the fairway,

directed us to a wharf lined with tyres where we were

to tie up.

Much interest and friendly enquiry - peaked cap

(elderly) spoke German - militiaman took our

passports,'and it-was explained that the Zollbeamte

would be along.to clear us at 0800. We were kindly

shown an ablution place - a masculine domain,outside

which a sentry-was.gallantly stationed while Greta was

inside.

Signs of a fascinating old Pomeranian port with of

course lots of German influence. Groups of people,,

came and studied the boat and its English ensign,

more than once asking if we were Norwegian. One

young man wearing-a battledress tunic with Australian
army flashes spoke very adequate English.

When the Zoll officials arrived-we went with them to

their'office and a'positive saga of bureaucratic
difficulty began. No-one had told us at any time

that the Poles have very peculiar immigration rules:

when a'foreign boat-arrives at a portxit, and the crew,

are recorded as having officially entered the ---

country; when they leave that port they are booked

right out again --visa-stamped with.the exit sign.
An-ordinary single-entry visa (one-off style) cannot

then be used to call at another port.

One must have a multiple entry visa (more expensive)
which will specify how many.entries and exits are to

be allowed-before aicoasting.voyage can be attempted.

And from this procedure it.is obv-ious that any,casual

landing on the shore -. so wonderful for a cruising

dinghy - is completely out of the question. - If one

is driven ashore by the weather, this is an emergency
and at once would become a matter for the military,
who are responsible,for coastal security.

-. I-- --

(1995.Greta's note. We had had detailedidealings
with the Polish Embassy in London to obtain our

documents, and had made it"plain we wished to "day

sail"' along their coast. I suspect that such visa
refinements as our case presented had not been met before



- hence the gap in our documentation.)

After about an hour's discussion and waiting for higher
instructions it immerged that a new multiple visa could
only be issued in Gdynia (over 100 km away, or Stupsk
(about 20 km) whither we could catch a bus.
Eurocheques could also be changed at the Bank - closing
at 1200 - we might be in time.

Somewhat sobered we walked back to the boat. At this
point we met again the English-speaking Pole, who asked
how things had gone. When he-heard of our difficulties
he at once volunteered to give us a lift into Slupsk -

which was his home - he said he was going there anyway.

To cut a long story short, through the remainder of a
long day he shepherded us and translated for us through
the highly complicated rigmarole.of extracting new
visas from the Stupsk visa office. Forms to be drawn
and filled in; stamps to be bought in another part of
the town; back-to collect visas - officials have made a
mistake, more- stamps needed, another journey; back to
visa office. At last issued with visas which, if we
don't have to take refuge in any extra ports, will just.
get us through to Gdynia.

We paid aboutA7 for our London visas; now we were out
of pockettby another *15 - it comes out at about t2.75.,
per person per.port - pretty hefty charges by any
standards. Perhaps we-can-talk about it with the
Polish Yachting Association people-in Gdynia. -

At last he drove us to his little flat in a relatively
new "workers" development where, without prior warning,
his charming wife (no English at all)-produced an
afternoon tea centred on salmon in aspic caught by her
husband. He is a partner in a sea fishing boat - quite
a size - and had been out all last night.

At last we were driven back to Ustka - trying to note
all the intriguing differences in the Polish countryside
as we went. On the quayside.more interested visitors -
among them a young man and his little daughter, who was
shortly to visit Peterborough, and who is building a
small keelboat - a good person to meet. He would have
liked to call on us in Welwyn Garden City - alas, we
shan't be back in time.

Finally to bed, dog tired after such a night and day -
only to be thrown out of our sleeping bags by the
savage wash of passing craft. Simply no place for a
dinghy. Seeking no-one's permission we rowed up. the
harbour about a quarter of a mile to where we had
noticed two yachts moored. We tied alongside the
smaller (both empty) and at last slept - some of the
time. It's a pretty restless place!

Tried to phone Mark from the Post Office in the early
evening. Total failure - supposedly 5 or 6 hours wait
- no automatic dialling.
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Wedenesday, 18th August . , ?,ebal

At.0700 we were. stirring) just as the shipyard,,

alongside whose yachts we were;.moored, started-york.,
More. interest, but;i not ,surprisingly,. of, a particular

sort. We were obviously in the "wrong" place from an

official point of view, and halfway through breakfast a

courteous delegation--from the shipyard management came

to tell.-us.so:. We,rapologized and.explainediourl4 -
night-time predicament, saying we were,about,totmqv,e._ A

little while later.ailarge,-tug,came up.to the-.--
neighbouring wharf carrying-the-deputy harbour-master

and a militiaman, who.brought the same,messagei- . ,

everyone very apologetic and-understanding. .Finally a

third visit - fromi the shipyard people again,.-bearing,

badges and burgees from-the shipyard-:itself,as
souvenirs.- and the messenger,kissed Greta's hand as.a

salute when!he.left.. -- . . .

We made all shipshape without delay and rowed down to

our-lpreviods'mooring tto complete the-departure,
formalities at the immigration.office. These must have

takenrabout an hour,. and-when at last we cast off and.

tacked tvigorously down. the.harbour - Greta, at the helm

- it was 1100.--,and.we--had 27 miles.to cover before
lebaT our-next.official port.

* a' .- w *- i L. .! .:-'.1 -i' ' .4.i.-H 

Outside.the piers.the wind,;-northerly,,fell very light,

and we tookh.an hour.to-make the.first mile or so. Then

it freshened.a.little.and-:came in from the-northeast,
just allowingius>.to beat.up,the.coast,at,perhaps two..

knots. As ever there was quite a lumpy sea, and it all

added up-tb work-rather than leisure.: We-beat on-like

this all-day-,.occasionally..having to. put in-a tack.to

claw us.'bff 1 the shore -- a.shore of.sand.dunes.varying
in. height and- usually backed by,pinewoods.--Near,any
little:.townships:- Rowy for,examp-le,-which looked ..,

enticing - the beaches were well frequented with
holiday-makers, but the familiar accessories of
inflatablesi dinghies,and runabouts,were- conspicuously
absentw. . - -' -' -, , , 

: t_ _ £., . _ I -. t ... .- 

In the:whorle dayrwe saw one -inflatable-,-in use for
inshore fishing)zand-one;bigryacht,-way-out.,..The
latter was'-.probably.Wagabunda who had put into Ustka

overnight and whose home.-port was Szczecin: Her ensign

was.-defaced.with the state crest, meaning she belonged

to the government and!was on hire/loan to the-crew -

sailling' her.,-.This is.1Ith,ink the standard procedure

for yachting inyPoland, though I've. yet, tot conf,i,rm -

this. - A big boat, single wooden mast, and a,bit -in

need of varnish and Brasso. In Ustka one of her

mooring-'warps.was.made-off.with.a duff bowline.
v - -.y .h .. .k .. .t . . . . .. .er

Every three -kilometers- along the. coast there were .



watchtowers 30 - 40 feet high, an iron column carrying
a spiral staircase, a little cabin, and a radar scanner
on top - coastguards here are the military.

Another long day . . . We slowly, slowly turned what
landmarks there were and it early became clear we stood
no chance of reaching Leba before dark. Nevertheless
we eagerly scanned the distant coast ahead for any sign
of our entrance, but though the.expected lighthouse six
miles beyond duly lit its light, as night fell we saw
no sign -of harbour lights. .

We got out the Pilot book and up-to.date supplement and
learnt up the details. At last,.at about 2030 vague
lights began to show in.the distance and.our hopes
rose. For the -last hour or. so we -had been being forced
down into a-long "Prohibited Area" three miles off.the
shore. I'm-afraid we weren't greatly. concerned about
this - we seemed to have.more urgent things pressing .
us.. But as we began. to approach the lights and-were
nearly out of-the Prohibited Area a2piercing search-
light from the shore picked us out .- presumably :
following our radar trace. I wonder-what.they made of-
us.

There appeared to be a line-of trawlers out to sea off
Leba - they had to-be_watched.. We.also;picked up the
flashing buoy one and.a quarter.miles off the, entrance.
How4ever, when at last we.fought.our.wayA(substantial
seas all.day) up-to'cross:thf approach bearing, we -

could not make head nor tail.of the entrance lights -

they just did not tally - reds, whites greens, orange,
some flashing some fixed. .The situation resolved
itself a little when ode white.and red rapidly became
brighter, and we went about.smartly to avoid.being
rammed by an emerging fishing boat -. not nice.

Finally we decided to work out way up wind, dowse the
main, and come down under jib alone on a tour of .
exploration ,close in. It became quite plain that our
Pilot Book information was totally inaccurate, and we

haut wouldkto make-the correct.guesses in the dark, and heavy
surf. - - - - -

There were a pair flashing-red and green.- could they
be the entrance? But there was an orange shining
between them - warning of what? The red and green
seemed to be mounted together on a massive looming.
shape - most ominous, but alongside the bulk it seemed
one could see clear up-the-river.:.eba. It looked
sensible to have a go at running in - still under jib
alone. As we approached the surf got louder; suddenly
Greta shouted out that she saw dolphins - great -

staunchions - and sure enough, what we were.driving
into was no entrance but a death-trap of a pocket.
alongside.

With the oars - one each-- we clawed the bouncing boat
round through the wind so that the jib could draw on
the other tack, and she at last struggled clear. We



edged past the great masonry bulk again, and at once it
separated into two halves with the proper entrance
quite plainly in the middle, and the amber light
throwing a beam to act as a leading light. We surged
over the rollers and were at once in smooth water -

wiping metaphorical sweat from our brows.

The harbour is being rebuilt, which partly accounted
for its odd appearance - incomplete harbour walls - and
we were now rowing up a regular channel with masonry
sides towards buildings and a parallel lit road. The
first little house was the immigration office, and two
or three mnen emerged, much surprised to see us.
Apparently Ustka had made no mention of our coming (we
had thought they very probably might do so). We
handed over our passports - fortunately one man spoke
German - and they agreed to leave formalities until the
morning (it was now 2230). In view of our difficult
berth in Ustka we begged for a peaceful one here, and
they at once led us to a little basin near the harbour
master's house surrounded by birch and pine trees. The
crickets were singing in the bushes, and it all seemed
enchanting. We decided then and there that, with a
thirty-five mile run to WladisYawovo in prospect
(today's had been twenty-seven miles along the coast).
we would simply have to take a rest day. So, in the
still night after a battering afternoon and evening, we
had a quick scratch supper and got our heads down at
2400. Enough. . .



Thursday 19th August teba.

Lovely morning, lovely place. A yacht - Polish -

came in at 0400 and tied up a warp's length from us;
as ever it bore the state defaced ensign. When they
started moving around again at about 1000 we followed
them to an ablutions - hot water, bog, shower, all
very adequate. Later I chatted with more of the crew
- all of them from the Students Union of Gdansk, and
the boat - Government owned? - no, I think owned by

'the Union. Anyhow captained by a competent skipper
some years older than the others. They invited us to

come round in the evening for a drink on board.

Free days seem to go nowhere. We seem to have spent
the spare time wandering up and 'down the main street
of Leba doing a mfinimum of shopping - shopping very
reminiscent of post-war days: not much on display,
queues, and-people emerging with no sign of what they
had been buying. No central shopping at all - just
shops scattered at intervals up and down a drab, but
fascinating street: mostly pre-war houses, a few
newer; pave road surface.

Once again we attempted to phone Mark. A more
pbsitive-respbns'e from'the girl in the Post Office
than at Ustka - where she had merely said there was a

* five to six hour wait.' Here she certainly went
through the motionst but at the end of an entirely
fruitless two-hours', We felt -we!d had) enough and
returned to th'e boat). - - . - l .2

People as observed in the Post Office were every bit
as variegated in clothing and mien as inAWestern
Europe'- from hippy to correctland'formal: there's a
much more strict code of uniforms in the City of
London or an English suburb. So much for dead
socialist uniformity (admitted.ly in-a tiny f,ield).
: ~ ~ ~ -,,j , ', . , , ., 

Waiting by Farys, the Polish boat in from.Wladyslawowo,
was a young woman hoping to join their crew; she had
missed their departure from-Gdansk-and hence was not
on their manifest. Would'she be allowed to join?.
Tomdorrow would tell. - - -j ' -

.. . . ,', . . :, . - . .-. 

- Finally,'a convivial, evening on Farys.; All-students
from the Gdansk polytechnic - captained by a senior
student - 30+? -'a !'been-to" man. -fSl'ight feeling of
"Poles don't need invitations, we go-everywhere as it
is". The yacht had all the gadgetry - no dinghy!

-ie. not a dinghy like us!

'(-Greta'-s note. 'Strangely, because we talked:this
over between us afterwards, Piers makes no mention of
the uncomfortable feeling the skipper of Farys gave



us. His crew all had a frank and open air and were a
delight to talk with. The skipper had a kind of
,veiled' quality about him, which produced an unease
in both Piers and me. Unease which became almost
resentment when, despite our having emphasised the
long trip we had to make the next day, to the port
from which they had come, and the need for some rest
before the necessarily early rise, he seemed to make
a point of deterring us from leaving at a reasoable
hour. We were late, and tired, to bed.)

Friday 20th August Wfadiskawowo.

Got up at 0400 to be sure of clearing harbour at 0630.
*A gigantic floating crane engaged in the rebuilding
works blocks the entrance from 0700 onwards, and who
knows if it might not start early. The 1750 forecast
from Warnemunde last night gave us Northerly 3, an
anticyclone over Scotland, and (after a long spell of
fine,weather) no-significant change. Should.do us
well - and for settled weather I.saw no point in
waking especially to listen to the 0020 forecast.

At 0615 we rowed down to the emigration office to book
out. To,my surprise the girl from Farys was already
there. "0.K?" - :No.". ., . regulations were not to be
stretched; she was not on the manifest, could not be
added,,so she must return home. Remarkable - to a
foreigner.. We had no trouble; our visas were stamped
and we were,free to go. So that at 0630 we sailed out
of the entrance on to a somewhat lumpy sea, observing
with interest the corner to the east where 36 hours
before we had so nearly come to grief. The crane tug
pursued us out to see if any craft were intending to
enter, before turning back to shepherd down the crane.

Smoke from a Leba factory chimney showed some
hesitation, but finally betrayed a light Westerly. As
the sky had grown grey in the last hour or so I didn't
really like the look of it - change on the way I
should have said, but no depressions had been
mentioned, and a Westerly was good for WŽ'adistawowo 35
miles away.

We sailed happily enough for the first few hours -
noting with delight how much better, we appeared to be
doing compared with our Ustka/teba day. However, the
1050 forecast unexpectadly mentioned a "low" (we
couldn't catch where - bad reception), and as the wind
was steadily strengthening from the west we were, it
was clear, going to need strong nerves; this coast
offers no shelter.

As the wind grew the waves grew; we were soon reefed,
nearly to the second batten, with the kicking strap
rigged as we were running, but retaining the goose-
winged genoa as a better balance. Big seas chased her



but she rode them well, occasionally,.planing.down
their fronts. - All right. But if it freshens still
more, as it,well may ? . . . We anxiously notched off
our progress, - good, but it's a very long way.

All the way were sandy beaches - often with.
characteristic Baltic shelf - with dunes of varying
heights, backed by pine-woods. The,.chart.showedigreat
lagoons before the distant coastal hills. The
procession of watchtowers continued,, interspersed with
more definite military installations - rocketry, radar
and so on. Uncomfortably dim in the distance we made
out the great headland we had.to turn before running
down the;,last 6 miles to safety in Wladislawowo.. We
were going at speed, but the-waves were becoming
larger all the time,-and could. continue to do so. I
had to steer firmly all the time, and watch for the
occasional.rogue that might break under the rudder -

slewing us round.. ,

In fact,all went well.- though it was all too plain
that our weather precautions had.failed us. .We were
in deteriorating.weather, far from.safety, on an un-
sheltered shore. We would,have to play it as it came
beaching would probably mean a wreck. At last we
approached and then turned the headiand - having once
again unwillingly sailed through an unexplicable
Prohibited.Zone., The.wind.then eased-noticeably.for a
while, and I nearly shook out some reefs. Then it
veered through 90..,. and suddenly_.came.in again with,
much greater for,ce. ., . . . >-*. . -

We had been running under perhaps. force.-4.-; always
hard to judge on the run, but the sea indicated this.
Now it at once went up to..5-.gusting.6;- but -it-was dead
on the beam.andvthere, three miles ahead..thank.God-lay
the harbour,mole.- In spite of our.heavily reefed main
we sat,wel,l.qut and-spanked along.-i-,going- through the
seas when we couldn't ride.,over them. It.would have
been a fine sight if there'd been,anyone there-.to
watch. . *

As yet the increased wind had.not produced..its,corres-
ponding.seas,,..but it could only be a -short-while -

before it.did..,..We. could manage.her_now - but then?
So we watched the harbour.entrance-tower with
condsiderable anxiety - for it seemed to grow.so
slowly, while the wind clearly meant-.business, gusting
more and.-more fiercely. .- . .

We crashed on through bl.inding sheets of-spray,
spilling wind from..main and.jib when we had to. When
at last,we reached the harbour, passed it and went-
about to enter, it was blowing 7.and felt like-it. We
surged and rolled into shelter in mortal, thankfulness
- having had, I reckon, the closest shave we've ever
endured,.- worse than Leba,.-or. Jack's.Sound.. Another.
hour's sailing and-I don't know what.would have been
the outcome. We arrived at 1345 having set out at
0630 - an average of..nearly.5.knots., Most unhappy to-



have been saved by luck . . .

A much larger harbour, with many fishing boats and some
naval patrol boats'." Tidd uplin the shelter of the
immigration quay and was asked to wait 20 minutes for
the customs man; -got ourselves slightly shipshape.

Eventually he'turned up on a bicycle,'and a long
conference between him, two armed militia men,-and a
man in plain clothes ensued. It seemed to be all about
our-visas; though I never found out on what score.
Rogala's (Polish Yachting Association) letter from
last year seemed to help a little. And though it was
genuinely conducted on a most -friendly level - this
needs stressing - we were asked more searching
questions than at the other two ports: -spirits and
tobacco? camera? radio - transmitter/receiver? drugs?
guns? - eventually even fathers' names. But no-one
actually searched the boat. Quite the contrary; We want
to help you; is there anything you need? meat? bread?
any other food? - You have run out of butane? - Ah!
Much telephoning around-and studying of cylinder.
Eventually, against our protests, the senior customs
man, stout into the bargain, stuffed our cylinder on to
his bike carrier and cycled off down the quay in search
of Gaz.

More waiting t . At'last he returned, empty-handed and
clearly disappointed - but there-were five or six places
in Gdynia that should be able'to help us. Finally they'
pointed across the harbour to a more protected corner
where we should be able to tie up. We had explained
about wanting to phone Mark - they couldn't help us
there - and-they told us that at no time ( except at
this particular quay - i.e. under their actual
observation) could the boat be left empty; one of us
must stay. We both wanted to speak to Mark so, in spite
of worsening surge and scend alongside, we moored "and
fendered Sea Urchin to give her what protection we
could. Our session in the immigration office had lasted
over two hours.

They gave us instructions as to how to get to the P.O.
and we made our way there - a newish building on the
edge of the town. Once again the telephone clerk took--
all the details, though this time we had to pay a
deposit (100 ztotys); once again we waited and waited.
Crowds of people came and went, many making trunk calls
and accordingly being directed to appropriate cubicles.
After about an hour and a half we also were so directed and
told to go ahead: cacophany of Polish or Russian.
Enquiring glances across the hall, much activity at the
counter switchboard, and we were directed to another
cubicle. More Slavic language - no success at all. We
were asked to wait again.

All the time the gale was blowing outside and I knew Sea
Urchin would be hamm'ering ag'ainst the quay. So when
another hour and a half had passed with no result, we
decided to call it off and send a cable. This we



managed:..'"Telephoningtseems impossible.al.l well
.writing4. Ldve parents'" - and it must have_cost the best
part.of-five pounds to send.

We.struggled back against thea gale.and were 'glad.,to see
Sea Urchin.'s mast in.the.right place inithe distance -

-though it was pitching cruel.ly from.sidejto-side. We
found.aSfair.-amount of damage when we.got there: the
rowlock I had left mounted in order to prevent the boat-
roller,(being used as an additional fender), from riding
inboard, was broken off- in the socket - the tang had to be
-hammered out.6. feet of Zaphe beading was ripped off,
and the wooden rubbing-,strip behind substantially chewed
up; the transome horse stop bent flat - no absqlute
disaster, but she'd taken a pasting - and looked it. And
all we'd done in the past four hours and more, was to
arrive in the harbour and try to make a phone call. Well,
well!. - . , -

It was growing dark (yes, it must have been more like five
hours); we.cast off the bucking boat,-helped by.the
immigration.militiamen, and battled our.way under oars
across the-harbour., They.had indicated a berth..nearoa
grey yacht, but further on there,was a'smore,sheltered
corner not-,far.from some naval,patrolboats,t and shelter
not protocol was what we needed. -So1puffing-and.blowing,
we arrived in this corner - to be welcomed enthusias-
tically'by a crowd.(perhaps half a dozen,- it,seemed-more)
sailors.,-ThAy-madeiit.clear we-could not stay.there, but
'when I pointed.to.the waves, and our boat, they indicated
a more-,sheltered berth--in the next bay. We.duly hobbled
round and rowed up',toithis spot.i-,

We.were.alongside.an old steel-lifeboat-, now-belonging to
.the-Scoutsr, with:no.prospect of: its suddenly, leaving the
quay.. We were,still pitching and tossing, but so.had we
been.-by the patrolboats,.so: this was clearly.the best we
could.hope for'.- X . - . -

The same cheerful group.of-sailors was now mustered on the
lifeboat, shouting,voluble!instructions in Po-lish., German,
Russian, even a tiny bit of Engl-ish, and seizing our warps
with eagerness, When I momentarily.showed hesitation over
which of our warps to use,.a great,lump gf cotton line
appeared from nowhere, was at once cut, and somehow or
other we were made' fast.-. s. , , .

-, .. . -. ' . - 1:I 

.I-.a:lways-find moorning a matter for good-assessment, so it
wasn't.-until-a good-,deal.later that we were really-moored
to my-satisfaction. ' . *1 . ., - V . ,
I , 'I *.- '- '1 -*.i .. .r *,

It- was fawild night. All,.the.fishing.boats --most.of them
great steel things.--werei.heaving and.-groaning;!and the
-waves smashing.into the harbour.wall sent great cascades
'of-white water high into:the!sky. The sailors'looked at
our poor little wet cockleshell jerking to and fro, and
were clearly nonplussed when we affirmed that we really
did intend-to sleep in it. - . .- ..

-Eventuall .hey red to tI . .. aI n;w.. -...

-Eventually -they returned to thei,r:craft, and.~we got down



to the routinelof trying to make things comfortable. We
got the tent up, and were a bit more sheltered. Then
there was a call from the'lifeboat, and two'sailors were
back, carrying a great pot of sweet tea (no milk) and one
glass. WThey were charming, and we had to insist on their
sha'ring'the tea.-'One of them made a very<good t'ry at
using the elementary English he'd got, mixed with the
same level of German'. Never'mind, we communicated well.

At last the tent right over and blankets-out; heads down
and a deterrmination to sleep -'not that in the ordinary
way it'Would'have beenx so difficult, but the boat was
be'ing positively jerked this way and that; and you had to
be tired'to'sleep-through that. We were and did.

Saturday 21st August Wradistawowo

A bright morning - but "plenty vind"! (See "The Last
Grain Race" by-Eric"Newby. Ed.) We have a forty mile run
before we can put in to Gdynia;'this implies a really
early starL and really settled-wgather, so.we're certainly
here'for the day'- if not longer. Boiled'eggs in the
coffee water because we're short'of gaz..

After breakfast interested folk started.turning up on the
scout bdat-; mostly with'a smattering of English or German,
all so'friendly. A'sober-faced fisherman'took me a long way
-out of his way to showrme where to get water, and on
the way back confided that he was one of the private
fishers still operating from the port. But because the
state fleet operators got their boats'and repairs free,
'the private men couldn't compete on the same basis and
were being slowly squeezed 6ut. When I got back two
young men with virtually no language but Polish were
communicating with Greta. They re-appeared during the
morning and, against our protestations, presented us with
swieets and chocolate (sugar is ratiohed in this country).

'We clearly represent something very hard to resist for
these pebple - perhaps a sense of otherness after years
of sameness, for we certainly haven't played on the myth
of the wond~erful free West.

Yesterday just after we had artived a small yacht had
tied up behind us, and while we were waiting for
clearance, the skipper asked in English if we'd care to
visit their boat.; I had-explained our inescapable delays
- and in the event it was quite impossible to call on them.
Now he turned up again and we were happy to take up his
invitation. His boat turned out to be that comparatively
rare thing in Poland, privAtely owned, because self-
built. He was a marine architect of international repute
- Jan Milewski- sailing with his wife and three boys west
along the Polish coast.

Much, much conversation in English. We stayed -
irresistably - right through lunchtime (wine, tea, straw-
berry juice - a national speciality? - biscuits etc.)



Finally we all.went for'a&walk through"Wladislawowo,,
making our destination a new-built church that they were
clearly very proud-of - with justification.&;It wassan
R.C; church 'and they all genuflected-at-the'right -
moments. Our conversation on-the-way was.wide7ranging
and increasingly-free; we.understood.each_other yery.
well..

During the morning a lass from one of the other yachts
arrived carrying a bucket-containing-mabout ten-herrings
- would.we like them? -:otherwise they would only,be.
tipped into the sea. So we gladly took them. Now the-
Milewskis suggested that we joined them for an evening
meal of which the herrings might form a basis. I have
forgotten to say that throughout our walk one of the
Milewski boys had loyally stayed on our boat in fulfill-
ment of the customs directive. So now I went back to our
to relieve him. While there I tried to catch up on this log.
But I was soon interrupted by the return of one of the
morning's young men bearing a tin of something (no label,
but a present is a present) and a bar of chocolate which
he insisted on my accepting. We discovered that we both
knew a little Russian (very little in my case). le clearly
longs to visit England - not to live there but to visit -
and as for many Poles, I rather think it has become
something of a romantic idea. There is not much we can -
or perhaps should - do to correct this; but we chatted
(in Russian!) with great enthusiasm, and exchanged
addresses and invitations.

Suddenly two of the sailors climbed over the scout boat
bearing a large plate of little fat herrings cooked
inside paper wrappings. They also bore a firm
invitation for Greta and me to come to supper on their
patrol boat - what to do! - I knew there were God knows
how many herrings waiting for me on the Milewski's boat,
Polka. I fished out the bottle of whisky (bought
zollfrei at Rendsburg) and the four of us had a tot or
two in goodwill celebration.

I and my civilian visitor got going on the herrings -
which I for one, ate bones and skin, leaving only the
tail; they were delicious, running with oil. Every few
minutes the sailors renewed their invitation; I tried
to explain our dilemma but had no success. Finally
tears on cheeks were indicated, and I capitulated -
ostensibly for five minutes only, though I had my
doubts. Without a backward look we all went round to
the patrol boat (if the Navy weren't worried at leaving
an unattended foreign boat why should I?) where I was
received with a warm welcome by crew and captain. Down
into the tiny space below deck - little fold-up table
with two stools - crew (6? 9?) crowding round the
periphery. Much delight at my attempted Russian -
clearly unexpected. However our conversation, on a
very primitive level, was conducted in a wonderful
mixture of Russian, German and English. Coffee was
produced for me and the captain - wonderful stuff,
Turkish style, spoon stands up in it. General
jollification for the next twenty minutes or so -



though I can't-remember ariy particular focus.
-, ! ' ' . *.+ , .. ,. . )

Finally T miade re'luctant.apdlogies and.went'down the
long qday to the Milewski's:boat. Another warm'welcome
- and.the-necessity.,of eating..more..herrings-- cor . . !
More interesting talk; but Mrs Milewski began to feel
ill, and we took our departure; glad as ever to get our
heads down.

Weatheristill not really settled - a dramamtic sunset-
with'raggedLclouds,.butra feeling of improvement.:'No
further/low'.forecast. '.. . -'
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Sunday '22nd August I WradisYawowo

- - ' I . . I

Weather much improved- probably a good sail-ing day

for us later on.'- But a-forty mile run with no

intermediate ports demands special planning-for us,

for the sine qua non is a reatly early start. In view

of uncertain weather yesterday we had, rightly I

think, not made this this morning; so clearly we

should be in port for this day'as-well. So, a fairly

leisurely start. ' ' - 4 .

Not long after breakfast we had a visit from the sailor

who had produced the most English on previous occasions.

I forgot to mention that on my leaving to go to the

Milewski's yacht he hadasked if we had any British news-

papers - specifically The Times and The Guardian.

We had a month old copy of the latter which I gladly

passed over to him. He now brought it back and a long

conversation ensued. He, like all the others, was a

three year conscript. He had done a year and was

clearly a.cheetful'and I'should think efficient asset in

any-crew.- But his thoughts:on' conscription'matched
ours. His response to us was-positive and direct, and

warm-mutual invitations'were exchanged - he to his

parental home (father a factory director). We promised

to write, I hope he comes to us sometime.
' . .-.F .. t . C4 C

This conversation-took up most oftthe morning. When

at last he went back'to his shipc (I should have said

that-he was watchman or'duty'sailor'for the day,' and

had'gotlhis'particular pal to stand in for him while

with-us) -'he'soon returned' with an-invitation from

the captain-to come on board for lunch. We duly went

round and were entertained in' the little cabin (a

passage rather) with very limited conversation

through our lad as interpreter.t The captains had-been

a'captain for-about three years and was'aged say

thirty. Lunch was fried veal cutlets and potatoes

together with the Polish strawberry drink (with X

strawberries floating in it), followed by coffee . It

was all very pleasant and greatly appreciated by'us.

Their couttesy and kindness was outstanding.

We conveyed -our thanks and went back to our boat for

:an'easy afternoon' spent writing postcardsand
trying to catch up on the log. '-Greta-aired bedding

and-washed some clothes', allof whichtbenefitedi from
the ample sunshine and still fresh'breeze.'We
reckoned onra' re&lly early start in the morning (the
weather sounds good),-so we ran down to an *early -
bed. About dusk the customs man who-had been so kind

and helpful when we arrived climbed over the scout

boat to'enquire as to our plans. He was dressed in

civilian clothes and gave the impression-of having
come in his-free-time. He spoke in Geriman and was as

friendly' and forthcoming:as -ever- a real:plus mark

for Poland''s official face. We were much distressed



that our necessity for an 0400 start would involve
him as well to give us customs clearance - the
overnight militiamen were not enough. But so it
had to be; we must be away al dawn to have a
reasonable chance of making Gdynia in daylight. We
said goodnight and got our heads down at about the
same time as the sun. A clear starlit night, settled
weather again, and a good forecast for tomorrow - the
last leg for Gdynia. What then? . . . . .

The lad from the patrol boat had enquired about our
plans and had promised to record the midnight
forecast for us (a 24 hour duty spell?); he
was also going to come and wake us. So we slept with
an easy mind, since an early start always produces
restless sleep if one is to be sure of waking on
time.

Monday 23rd Augusts4! Gdynia

A little before 0200 a voice from the scout boat called
"Hullo sailors!" It was the young sailor , and he
carried their record book with the midnight forecast - a
satisfactory one. He also invited us, when we were ready,
to come round to their boat for coffee - an invitation
we gladly accepted.

When we got round there it was not only coffee but also
split rolls with slices of good Polish sausage - in fact
a most useful breakfast for us. We discussed his
speciality on the boat, hydrography, and he showed us
the Polish charts. A lot of the equipment on the boat was
British - Brookes and Gatehouse, Kelvin Hughes; among
other instruments they had a massive gravimeter. We
were amazed and touched by his trust in us.

We soon hurried back to our boat to make all ready. As
a last kind act the patrol boat sailors supplied us with
hot water for our thermoses. To our next meeting with
them . . . . when?

We rowed in the waning dusk to the harbour mouth and
immigration office. Passports and visas ayain; where's
the official exit stamp? where's the spare movable type
for printing the correct date? - does the inking pad
print? which way up ? - anyhow, where exactly should it
be printed? - is all in order for it to be printed at
all? They phoned our customs man to get him out of bed
- and he arrived commenendably quickly. Fairly routine
queries - also what was our E.T.A. for Gdynia? . . . .
good question, since I couldn't speak for the wind. So
I just said sunset - hoping it wouldn't be later.

All seemed complete and we climbed down into the boat;
no, not quite; would we wait a little longer? Soon a
soldier arrived and clearly had the duty of making a
routine search of the boat. He climbed gingerly down



and I showed him all I could. It's really a hopeless
job.sea.rching,-a.Wayfarer.unless you strip, the whole thing
out - and understandably he simply-made a-dumb show of
it,.so.that he could, subsequently say truthfully that he
had searched.- eventif he hadn't found. (It was of
course a routine search for stowawys).

That was-at last-the end. -We were finally released from
,Polish territory,-;even if.we were.only going.to sail
along the shore-and were.going direct to Gdynia. It had
taken an hour, and we left the entrance at 0500.

*; ,, - - I: ' , - 1..

North-easterly 2 - 3, easy sailing in a fine dawn down
to..the.neck.of the Hel peninsula. It!s only about 50
metres,wide.here - pine trees and low sand, including of
course-the-,road and"railway; -if we.had not been. *
foreigners!apparently.there might have been the .
possibilty/of rolling the boat over into-the great bay -
Puck Gulf' behind; and cutting off many miles. But the
entire gulf is a prohibited area, and this -exploit -
was ruled out. We sailed steadily on past the familiar
pine-clad sands,; taking it.in turn to sleepon the floor.

Off Hel Peninsularw.itself there is another prohibited
zone some.,three.miles wide.addingimore distance to our
run.' We had made.good progress till-we were off the
point -,perhaps.about midday- then the wind fell
lighter and'moret.fitf-ul until 'at times .we'were.becalmed.
For. perhaps.an hour in mid,afternoon we,had.the sails-
down and rowed steadilyjtowards.the.,cranes of Gdynia -
clearly visible, though perhaps 7 or 8 miles away across
the bay. * ' . - - -- -* ,.

When,at,-last the wind,came in again.it was from the
south-east.,..a.good direction, and we-sailed gently -

through-the:off.shore-anchorage-towards the"southern
entrance; the yacht harbour and our destination; There
was-a lot.of:traffic from all directions, but the .
visibility_was excellent and'we-didn't feel-at hazard -

even-when the Russian-built hydrofoils whizzed past. -

Evening approached . . . a long day, but the end well in
view.t ,At long lastiround the end of. the quayiand up to
-the-'immigration.pier. Little house on- the-end of the
mole p.ermanently.manned and every vessel, whether .,

foreign-or-native, reports there-whether coming or
going. As ever we were clearly unexpected in spite of
giving our E.T.A. when leaving Wladislawowo. Courteous
reception by the Bosman, the man in charge of the
office, and indeed the yacht harbour, for that was what
we,were.entering.. Perhaps-a.slightly-shorter clearance
procedure than previously-- about-an hour? - they are
more accustomed to.foreign boats here, this being their
premier yachting,port..j

- 1 I - .' tI , - I , - - . -{ 

However-the last stage.of our.clearance was an-encounter
with the customs.officials. In London-we-had applied
for and been granted ',camping" visas ( means of, travel-
small-boat) which reduced the mandatory rate of daily
personal expenditure from ten dollars to five. These

_- . ; ' , -' , - -r - , I .



particular scraps of paper (plus photograph) had been
extracted' and retained by the Ustka Customs, and the
officials now maintained that we were each to be rated
at ten dollars a day - this in pretty ropey English and
worse German.

I-told them them that our correct rate was five dollars;
they said it was ten. I repeated that London' had granted
us five; they repeated that we must pay ten. The
conversation continued on this somewhat limited level
for some little while - my own feeling being that, in
the absence of our original visas, this was probably a
lost cause, but that provided we could remain courteous,
they shouldn't be all'owed to get away with it without a
good challenge. So I was surprised and gratified when
without ahy warning they suddenly'yielded, five dollars
it was to be'- though'nowhere was this confirmed in
writing. I could foresee a repetition of our encoanter
when we' dame' to leave.' '

We were'now introduced to a representaive of the navy
yacht club, alongside whose quay we were permitted to
lie, who assured u's of their readiness to help us`in any
difficulties we might meet with. We mentioned our
running1 out of Camping Gaz-and he-departed; to return
shortly with a Poli'sh version of our double-burner stove
- an interesting and efficient version 'of the Frefich
design.' This was to be ours'while we stayed, 'and we
greatly appreciated thei'r' gesture.'

,. f . I ' -

Meantime the Customs men had been freed to deal with the
other boats compelled to await our own clearance - a
Pclish yacht all'ready but waiting for permission to
depart for the U.S.S.R., and a pleasant-looking little
man just ibh from Gdansk across the bay with his locally
built Silhouette: As ever we' had'friendly and
interested enquiries initiated by our ensign, and we had
not'long'been mooted on the navy quay before the little
man came to invite us to a cup of tea on his English
designed boat.

We had already had questions from the various officials
as to 'how'long we-intended to-stay in Gdynia and indeed
Poland. I found that our answers which previously had
seemed uncomplicated had during the past week become
more involved.

The outward journey had taken considerably longer than I
had hoped, consequently we had' less expectation of fine
weather; sailing from Bornholm to Ustka -you can't very
well miss Pdl'and - in the reverse direction you're
aiming for an island and, further, one with a magnetic
anomaly off its south coast. On the official level
clearly we would have to shell out for an entirely new
set of visas to see us back along the coast - at the
rate of two pounds fifty per person per port; it is a
long unprotected coast, and though we had known this
we did not know that it would be impossible to beach on
the inviting sands except in dire emergency, because the
Military who guard the coast wouldn't like it. (A gross



understatement).

Candidly it all threw doubt on the wisdom of our return
voyage; this made it difficult to answer their questions
convincingly. So I said we'd stay in Gdynia about a
week. Our original visas had been for a 21-day stay in
Poland, and though at the time that had seemed over-
generous it now began to look a bit tight.

So now when we went round to the Silhouette for tea I
raised with the owner, Andrzej Steczewski, the
possibility of sailing back through inland waters -
specifically the Vistula/Oder Canal, and then via the
D.D.R. and Berlin on to the Mitteland Canal and so west.
He thought this an excellent plan and since he
apparently had a few days to spare in Gdynia before
laying up his boat for the winter he most generously
volunteered to help us get things sorted out.

We all sat crouched in his little cabin (cover, but not
half so comfortable as on Sea Urchin) drinking tea and
eating rolls and cheese or djem - Polish for jam. He
had a new crew member with him (statutory for his boat),
a boat enthusiast, crane driver from Gdansk, with a
beaming smile that radiated all over us whenever Andrzej
mentioned our exploits - in Polish, for Bogdan knew no
other language, apart from a little school Russian.
Nevertheless this Russian was enough for primitive
communication between Bogdan and me, though I felt mad
at all the Russian I seemed to have forgotten.

We all had a very happy hour comparing experiences, and
official requirements, which are stringent in Poland.
Finally it was arranged that Andrzej was to accompany us
in the morning into the town to get the requisite maps
and to settle the formalities involved in an inland
waterways return voyage. We all said goodnight; Bogdan
would be going to Hel tomorrow to say goodbye to his
girl friend - immense smiles at this.



Tuesday 24th August Gdyniai

In the morning we, with Andrzej, made our first
sortie into Gdynia - 50 years old this year, very
much of an age with Welwyn Garden City. One could
write,a.,whole essay on the differences'betweeui the' -

Polish city and the English one. For example,
virtually all the food shops - grocers - belong.; to or
are,members of,, the same great cooperative SPOLEM, and
charge the same prices. I think the same gbes fbr a
lot of other trades. There is a welcone absence of
advertising pressure, though partly in consequence
the place,is,a. bit drab., They certainly are not
lavish6with paint;-, there is a somew~hat 1945 air to
the place. This is reinforced-by the fact that there
is indisputably a sellers' market - again as 'in
Britain in 1;945 -. and it is a common- sight to pass a
shop displaying virtually nothing in 'its windbws, yet
giving rise to,a great queue 'f people stretchinrg'
right,down the-street., Those emerging di'spla'y' n'o
sign of what they've purchased - very reminisce'nt'..

But the bookshops area idefinite plus.' We thought
them very good; plenty of them, well stocked, with
good,children's books, and maps - though nothing
larger than 1: 100,000, for security reasons - and
many titles in foreign languages. We-chose maps of
the D.D.R.,and Poland which should tell us all we'
need to know,to see us through to W.Germany. We also
bought some provisions from a Spolem.' W'e'ai'so went
to <the,Post Office where Andrzej rang up'the D.D.R.
consulate in Gdansk concerning our projected transit
home; no insurmountable difficulties anticipated. He
then ushered us into a cafe where we had strong
"Turkish" coffee and exotic ices. -

Eventually we made our way back tb the Yacht Haibour.
Earlier in the day Andizej hadinade enquiries
concerning our situation and possibilities. He had
been told that as Gdansk Bay was 'counted as "inland
waters` we needed no'further visa (good'God!),'so -

that was one hurdle cleared. The prospect of
returning through the canal's'also had produced no
negative reaction.

Now we encountered the bosman (harbourmaster of the
yacht harbour); I needed no Polish to understand what
he was saying - "not possible" in Russian was what
it sounded like, and their 'expressions supplied all
that was missing. Andrzej.confirnted my- conclusions:
when contacted the authorities had simpl'y said''no, we
had come by sea, we must return by sea. - End of com-
munication. No doubt there is a genuine reason -
genuine on one level or another, that is; but I
don't expect ever to be told what it really is.

But this decision put us in something of a squeeze;



it was as though they were saying "We wouldn't dream

of allowing open boat cruising along our coasts for

our own people; if you are so foolhardy as to attempt

it, then you take the consequences, we're not going

to bale you out."

Our reasons for being reluctant to go as we had come

(mentioned a page or so back) were as strong as ever,

and certainly on being studied the inland route had

looked decidedly attractive. In view of Rogala's

welcomming letter (secretary of the Polish Yachting

Association) it seemed sense to try and pursue the

matter a little further. Anyhow, we were certainly

going to be glad of some informed advice.

There appeared to be no official representative of

the P.Z.E. (= R.Y.A.) in Gdynia - Rogala's letter had

a Warsaw dateline. So we thought the British Consul

,might be helpful. Enquiries at the Post Office

revealed that the nearest British representation lay

at the Embassy in Warsaw (again). Apparent-ly a few-

years ago there had been someone in Gdynia, or'

Gdansk, but not now. One way or another our future

began to look a bit uncertain; we had to get out -

by the sea route? - we were only allowed to stay a

limited number of days.

The phone book showed the presence of a number of'

foreign consulates in Gdynia and we' found it hard-to

credit that there was 'nd British. -So to confirm it'

we, rang the Belgian Consulate (at least' they would

speak French!). Most courteously we were told -that

this was indeed the position, bdt were indly invited

to call round for some unofficial advice (they were

just nearby). -

This we did, and found that the consul also repres-

ented the Italians. He was most interested and

friendly but of course could do little for our

dilemma. Hbwever, when we asked if there were no

agency whatsoever to 'look after British interests in

Gdynia, as with a brainwave he came up-with the

Polish United Baltic Corporation Ltd.; if we called

round at their offices nearby (little map drawn),

their Mr Malinowski who spoke excellent English would

be able to help us in one way or another. I think he

was glad to be rid of us, and I don't really blame

him.

We turned our steps in the direction of the P.U.B.C.

offices, rather with a sense of at least trying all

possible alternatives. When we got there we found

the building also housed Lloyds Agency ahd was

clearly something of a centre for international

shipping interests.



* '. A oh this point[ rS ranrout 6Psba ,n S-
his Log stops there.

But we did in fact have a constructive interview with Mr
Malinowski and' also (I think) a Mr Jakobson, which ended
-with their being very helpful. They saw no way of
circumventing the official dicts, but instead offered
us a passage in one of their British ships which would
be sailing id a week or so to Hull. The price they were
suggesting for the two of us and Sea Urchin as cargo was
very favourable, and it was cfear toWus that they were
doing all 'they could'to help'. t

So-we now knew how much time.we&had at our disposal, and
Andrzej at once invited us back to his home in Poznan.
Phones were a rare luxury, and so of course he had not
got one, but when I prdtesfed that it was a little hard
6n'hi&' wife 'to have two'unexpected visitors, foreigners
at that, thrust on her without warning, Andrzej assured
us she would be as happy as he.

That-was I-think something of an exaggeration - not that
Helefia maAe ds feelKanything 6ther than warmly welcomed.
But they lived in a tiny flat - at that time in Poland
living-space was reckoned by so many cubic feet per
'prson' (actually II siuppose, cubic centimetres!) and the
Steszewski flat comprised a tiny hall with their
wardrobe in it, a small living-room with, a sofa which
6converted into a double-bed and a very small kitchen.

The two 1ittle' girls - four 'and eight? - shared a tiny
bedroom with a fold-up bed so that the room could also
'be their'play-room, and Andrzej had possession of a
further diminutive 'room. This was lined with book
'shelves'on which books were' stored 'three deep!

Anid'rzej 'is a man of great culture, and hardly a subject
arose - 'and the conversation of those days with the
family was nothing if not wide-ranging - but he would
run *to tthe appropriate bit of sheiving and extract a
relevant book. (This brought home to us the fact of
the great shortage of epn'sumer goods,. of almost any
kind,' books being, the only item visible in any quantity
- and those we gathered 'appearing,very arbitrarily.in
the shops.) p

However the restrictions of space were not allowed to
blur the happy international relations. Helena, an art
historian employed at the National Museum of Art in
Poznan, escorted us on a visit there to see their
natiTonal' t'reasures.' Andrzej, head of the Science
dep'artment in a secondary school, had to start his new
school year while we were there, but not before he had
show'n us some of the sights - mostly points of heroic
resistance during the last world war..- When neither
Andrzej nor Helena could accompany us we had some
fascinating days on our own, when we felt freer in fact
to note the contrasts with our own affluent-feeling
western existence.

The time came for us to returtn to Gdynia and make contact
with Baltic Jet, our cargo ship readying for,her trip to



Hull. We had felt very uneasy leaviny Sea Urchin un-
attended, although Andrzej had assured us the Bosman
would have her well under his eye. All the same, it was
immensely comforting to unlace her tent'and find all
exactly as it had been left.

We had been Mnoored in the Yacht Harbour, at the extreme
opposite-tend of the town from the commerclc harbour,
about three miles down the coast.' Pleasure craft were
not allowed in there, but as we were known'by now to be
due to board a ship, we w4ere granted A special
dispensation and were to be allowed to sail Sea Urchin
round td the commercial port'.

As if to-underline -the wisdom of our decision not to
return by sea, the day set in grey and wet with a fresh
breeze. We were delighted by"the prospect 6f a sai'l

.again, however 'shor, and our-spirits were high as we
rigged dear Sea Urchin. To my surprise Piers,
always so diffident, and consistently maintaining that we
had 6nly done a lot of day sails (quite true of course),
dn this occasion respo'nddd to my ratheri em6barrassed
longing to boa'st a bit, by agreeing to fly dn the shrouds
th'e national ensigns 'of all 'the countries we had 'sailed
through. And a brave'sight they made.

We bounced down the doast, gybed neatly, into the harbour
entrance,- where the Bosman,- as usual not havirg been
informed of our coibing, sh'outgd in outrage as we shot
past him. We were-past''caring and showed him little
respect,- but continued on'our'way towards Baltic Jet who
soon loomed massive 'above us. Numerous crew were leaning
over the side,- and as we downed sails alongside we were
hailed from above: "Are you the ,crazy boogers who have
come to this ' country of 'your own free will?"

It was by now teeming'with rain, and we' didn't get any
drier as' we'-stripped the boat of all her gear and-sent it
aboard Ba-ltic Jet by her derrick. At last I was sent
aboard up a rope ladder; t6 watbh Piers'still 'in Sea
Urchin, come up the more dramatic waya. Before we could
be off-icially on board we had to have our papers
processed, and I doubt whether the Bosman had often had
two such drowned rats to deal with.

But all was signed and sealed and we were at last con-
ducted-to our quarters. "'And what quarters! Wd had been
assigned "The Owner's Cabin", all mahogany and lace
bedspreads on the twin beds, and mirro'rs '(Help! is that
really what we look like?), and 'a great bowl of fruit on
the dressing table'. We couldn't believe our luck.

This was the first of eventualli a number of experiences
on cargo ships, and we rapidly learred how boring life at
sea is a -lot of the time for the crew. So, far from being
treated as "the lowest from of marine life` as we had
fully expected, we clearly represented a breath from
another world, particularly since the bos'un - he who had
hailed us on arrival - was convinced that however
aimiable, and indeed good listeners we might be , we were



irrefutably, mad.

But that did not cramp the style of the hospitality.
Each evening we were invited to yet another officer's cabin,

to have good rum poured down our throats, the first mate,

the chief engineer, the bos'un. The latter put Piers
very firmly in his place to my delight. Pier was a great

talker and opening his mouth to answer some question the

bos'un had put, was told to shut it again "I warra hear
what Maggie has to say . . ." (They had our pasports of

course, and had found that I was properly Margaret not
Greta, hence the Maggie bit.)

We had a lovely three(?) four(?) days. We were given the

run of the ship, were allowed up on the bridge, shown all

their charts, and Pilot Books of exotic areas as well as

of the Baltic. We were introduced to the radar - and
were comforted to see how well yachts' reflectors,
similar to our own, showed up on the screen. We peered
through their magnificent binoculars - since when ours

suffer from being regarded as the pathetic objects they
are. And of course it was fascinating to retrace our
steps, as it were, and see from such a different view-
point features and coasts we had passed on the way out.

Kiel Canal afforded perhaps the greatest contrast to our

previous view of it; now, it was like being on the top
deck of a double-decker bus as opposed to the view from a

bicycle. As we approached the notorious "Riddle of the
Sands" area we hove to to await the pilot, gazing
meanwhile at the few remaining bones of various wrecks.
Then across the North Sea, and a few miles off the
Lincolnshire coast hove to again to pick up the British
pilot to take us up the Humber and into dock.

It was mid-afternoon the day before my school's term
started. I just had time to get to the station and catch
a train to Doncaster and learn that there was a go-slow

in operation. So there was a rather unnerving wait at
Doncaster, but I got home that evening - and to school
the next day.

Mark was waiting at home, and the following day he made
his way up to Hull to join Piers in bringing Sea Urchin

home. They sailed her down the coast, in at the Wash, up
to Denver Sluice and the Ouse, to Ely. There I met them

with the Land Rover and a welcoming daughter or two to

trail home to Welwyn Garden City. The adventure was
over.

Greta Plowman
1995.



I thought it might be of interest - not to say
amusement - to include the expenses list Piers drew up
after we were home.

P O L I S H T R I P 1976

CASH Piers 25
Greta 25
Mark 25

CHARTS 39

FILMS 28

FARES G. & M. Norderney
return 42

CASH Eurocheque - Holtenau 30
SYupsk 30
Gdynia 30

Baltic Jet Fares
Greta, Piers and Sea Urchin 102

BEER for crew, Baltic Jet 3

DOCK CHARGES -Hull 7

TRAIN FARES - Greta & Mark
W.G.C./ Hull 18

FOOD etc, Hull 13

10 weeks for 2 people 425

Cost per head per week 21

years. But also an indication of the fact that we
didn't exactly splash money around!
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